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KWC-No.

3600000189

F4MT-Med thermostat bath mixer with �xed spout as a two-handle
wall-mounted mixer DN 15, �tting group I, for wall mounting for
baths in the healthcare and nursing sector, for connecting to hot and
cold water. Ceramic valve cartridge with rotary handle for �ow
regulation, mixer water shut-off, as well as integrated diverter for
bathtub and hand shower. Thermostat-controlled mixer cartridge
with expansion element and active scald protection, fail-safe
against back�ow as well as adjustable, turn-proof temperature
stop, preset to 38 °C and option to carry out manual thermal

disinfection. Tap optimised for cleaning with ergonomically
designed handles, scald-protected safe-touch housing with hand
shower connection 13 l/min, G 1/2 B, bath spout with laminar jet
controller 20 l/min and back�ow preventer. All-metal construction,
high-polished chrome-plated. Double-walled tap housing for
reducing the heat transfer from the tap housing to the cold water
line, with volume-reduced and smooth water lines. With adjustable
connections with strainers, fully covered by depth-adjustable screw
rosettes. 180 mm bath spout projection.

Technical Data

circulation no

compatible A3000 open no

connection with pay water disp not possible

adjustable �ow time no

functional principle manual

for hand shower yes

hygiene �ushing no

diameter nominal DN 15

inlet size DN 15

Locking mechanism Top section, ceramic

type of mixing with thermostat

shower pipe draining no

with shower set no

surface �nish casing chromed

temperature limit yes

thermal disinfection manual thermal disinfection

type of mounting wall mounting

type of operation manual operation

type of shower wall �tting

water connection S-unions

position of water connection from backside

with soap dish no
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Optional Accessories

Hand shower

2030051216
ACXX2007

Shower bracket

2030051217
ACXX2008

Spare Parts

Service key Neoperl © Caché ©, STD,
24 mm, grey

635231
Z.635.231


